
 

Guillermou

Excellent and relevant scienti�c report on the harms of vaccines. And now we also have mRNA

technology, authentic genetic weapons against humanity. The C-19 “vaccine” is 115 times/11,361% more

likely to cause a stroke in the recipient than �u vaccines. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/22/risk-of-stroke-due-

to-covid-jab-increases-by..  (2022).— As Dr. Mercola published, drugmakers test new mRNA vaccines,

despite evidence of a 'serious danger' “We know that gene-based COVID-19 injections are a disaster in the

making. mRNA-based "vaccines" have been in the works for years and have never been perfected. And

now for all diseases including cancer and food production.

www.biospace.com/article/moderna-eyes-accelerated-approval-for-mrna-ca..  (07/03/2023) Dr. Francis

Boyle, author of 1989 Biological Weapons and Antiterrorism Act, releases a�davit con�rming COVID

“vaccines” are biological weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) biologicalweapons.news/2024-06-12-

francis-boyle-a�davit-covid-vaccin..  (12/06/2024).--- We have 7 main reasons why fake mRNA vaccines

are much deadlier than any other vaccine ever made and administered---- 1). The mRNA injections were

not even approved by the FDA (even the “emergency use authorization” was falsi�ed because there were

other alternatives available to combat Covid).---- 2) They clog the vascular system with spike proteins,

causing massive in�ammation (MIS).--- 3) There is no guarantee when the mRNA will stop producing toxic

spike prions.--- 4) They trick your cells and alter their natural function.--- 5) Each injection and booster

causes worsening autoimmune dysfunction and lower immunity against future infections.--- 6) mRNA is

an experiment and has never been shown to be safe or effective.--- 7) Injections kill tested animals and

human babies in the womb.---- vaccinedeaths.com/2023-04-18-7-reasons-mrna-covid-jabs-more-

deadly.htm..  (2023).--
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Guillermou

The grand jury has released two interim reports exposing lies, cover-ups and misconduct related to

COVID-19 by pharmaceutical companies, government health o�cials and prominent media �gures.

greatgameindia.com/bombshell-grand-jury-report-exposes-shocking-covid-..  (05/30/2024).--- During

a recent congressional hearing, Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.) sharply criticized career criminal

Tony Fauci for his involvement in the mass genocide commission in C-19. The National Institutes of

Health (NIH), the agency and its scientists received at least $710 million in royalties during the COVID-

19 pandemic from late 2021 to 2023. thepostmillennial.com/breaking-marjorie-taylor-greene-

confronts-fauci-..  (03/06/2024).--- nypost.com/2024/06/02/opinion/nih-scientists-made-710m-in-

royalties-fr..  (06/02 /2024).----
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juststeve

Gui, this clotting being described, I wonder if this is a factor for people's problems with High Blood

Pressure? Regardless, this report from the Midwestern Doctor gives ample evidence concerns that

should have been addressed have been suppressed for a very long time. Now, when we have last

count three farm workers, two with Pink Eye we get fear porn and o�cials in the process of building a

stockpile of new Bird Flu Jabs. Planned Panic Part Two, the sequel.
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Guillermou

Good target Just. Red blood cells moving in circulation are continually exposed to reactive oxygen

species (ROS) circulating within the body's vascular system. The zeta potential of erythrocytes and

their morphological changes caused by oxidative stress are decreased in hypertensive patients in

relation to the risk of developing cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction). In this study, the

morphological and electrochemical characteristics of the patients' red blood cells were analyzed by

scanning electron microscopy and zeta potential study. Statistical analyzes of the data showed that

red blood cells from hypertensive (ZP-16.06 mV) and cardiac (ZP-9.94 mV) patients possessed a

signi�cantly reduced zeta potential relative to that of red blood cells from healthy individuals ( ZP-

23.39 mV).

Microscopic images of hypertensive red blood cells revealed increased anisocytes and poikilocytes.

These parameters were found to be exacerbated in patients suffering from myocardial infarction.

Therefore, it can be concluded that ZP can be used as an effective diagnostic tool for the detection of

the risk of cardiovascular disorder associated with hypertension. www.intechopen.com/.../72171

 (2020).--
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Guillermou

Multiple clinical research indicates that grounding the body generates broad, bene�cial and signi�cant

physiological changes. The source of these effects is believed to be the ubiquitous mobile electrons

on the Earth's surface, which are responsible for the planet's negative charge. Lifestyle changes have

disconnected most humans from this primary health and healing resource, creating what may be an

unrecognized electron de�ciency in the body, an overlooked cause or contributor to in�ammation.

chronic and common chronic and degenerative diseases.

High blood pressure, altered HRV, and hyperviscosity are potentially destructive cardiovascular

conditions that can be improved with grounding. When grounding is restored through grounding,

electrons �ood throughout the body, reducing in�ammation and oxidative stress while bolstering the

body's own defense mechanisms. Electron transfers are the basis of virtually all antioxidant and anti-

in�ammatory activity. And Earth may very well be the main supplier! When supply is restored, humans

will have the potential to thrive. Touching the earth to our skin is perhaps the perfect natural anti-

in�ammatory that supports biochemical and physiological effects that enhance healing.

Diabetes and autoimmune diseases in general, cardiovascular diseases and communicable diseases

are the most invasive in�ammatory diseases affecting our current civilization. Grounding could soon

become one of the main preventive and therapeutic antidotes!

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2319417022001585  (2023)-

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2319417022001706  (3023).--

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2319417022001524  (2023).--
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rjsvan54

I know that Big Pharma makes a lot of money from vaXXXcines and the experimental mRNA gene

altering therapy that causes death, auto-immune diseases, chronic illnesses, SIDS, autism, and the list

goes on. But for the life of me I don't understand why Big Pharma promotes the spread of these jabs

when they don't offer any protection whatsoever. What is the real purpose of Big Pharma's plan for

humanity?
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Guillermou

BigPharma corruption with institutions to obtain bene�ts. For example,. the CDC has been

manipulating ICD codes to hide the fact that covid vaccines are a cause of death on the original death

certi�cates. The CDC uses algorithms to match causes of death to corresponding ICD codes. The

International Classi�cation of Diseases (ICD) is a medical classi�cation list provided by the World

Health Organization (WHO). The ICD has existed since the 19th century and serves a wide range of

uses globally, providing critical insights into the extent, causes and consequences of human illness

and death around the world. The ICD standardizes data collection and enables large-scale research.

Supports payment systems, service planning, quality and safety management, and health services

research.

During this time the ICD-10 was used. When the Covid-19 vaccine was rolled out through Operation

Warp Speed, the CDC maintained that the shot was safe. Government agencies considered any

potential side effects as rare or mild. This led the entire medical establishment to turn a blind eye to

any serious or lethal adverse events of the vaccine, in a medical environment that was �nancially

incentivized to deceive, in a culture that intimidated those who made honest observations and drew

objective conclusions regarding to the side effects of the vaccine. In the link all cases of fraud.

brownstone.org/.../cdc-altered-death-certi�cates  (03/07/2023)
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Catryna

I can attest to the fact that all of my 6 autoimmune diseases are the result of vaccine adverse reaction and

all of my strokes, pelvic prolapses, double vision, retinal hemorrhage, brain damage, etc. have been

caused by either pharmaceuticals, OTC, or heavy metals that are being sprayed in our skies.
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mlinehan

I was diagnosed with Celiac Disease about 7 years ago. Looking back I know I've had it since grade

school. Wonder if it could be linked to childhood vaccines. I also have Fibromyalgia. I was diagnosed

with that in the mid 90s. I thought they were making it up. At that point the only help was pain

medication. I choose to read the 6 books in print about it at that time changed my diet, exercised and

got my stress under control. Stress is my trigger. I'm staunchly anti Vax now.
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ros11356

Not to mention, the toxic mix that is bring prayed in the sky, as well as on our food. And injected into

animals that we eat. In personal care products, medications. On and on.It appears to be getting worse. We

need to detox. More information on this would be helpful. Pretty much everyone no longer feels well. God

help us.
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billstri

I agree. All cattle and most farm animals are regularly injected with vaccines and other drugs. I don't

know if certi�ed organic meats come from animals that are routinely vaccinated. Organic raised

animals avoid certain injections, but probably not all injectable drugs and vitamins. Even the 500+

head of Bison on Antelope Island are round up and vaccinated every year in October. They use

helicopters and ranchers on horses to round them up into pens where they are feed through a system

of fences to insure they are all vaccinated before they are let back out to roam the Island. Unless you

do your own hunting and �shing every year, most of the meat you eat will likely come from vaccinated

animals. It is something to be concerned about. I am thinking the only way to bring disease to the

bison on Antelope Island would be humans and their dogs that visit the Island to hike the trails and

see the taxpayer's Buffalo.
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chk2000

In 2013 I had the 2nd �u shot of my life, age 51. My then PCP: "We advise it when you turn 50. It's safe.

You may have brief �u-ish symptoms but that is rare". Within 10-14 days I was paralyzed by an idiopathic

syndrome where the immune system attacks the brachial plexus, a bundle of nerves in the shoulder. The

sudden onset of intense burning pain at night (classic presentation) down my arm was incapacitating, to

the end of my right index �ngernail. My nerves were basically fried. I could not lift my right arm over my

head for 14 months due to a winged scapula, from denervation of the long thoracic nerve.

I lost my brachioradialis re�ex, my triceps muscle was �accid. I regained range of motion in my shoulder

but lost strength, sensation & dexterity permanently in my right dominant arm/hand. The

neuropathy/paresthesia affects my hand/�ngers/thumb but my entire right limb/hand is weak. My

symptoms are 24/7 for 11 years, they have never ceased. I received a small settlement from the VICP but

would give every cent back to have my healthy, active athletic body prior to 2013.

A long strange trip, living with constant dysfunction, having to explain it to people who don't want to hear

about it. I can do things but it's arduous, exhausting. I'm also a musician, my true passion ruined. I was

asked: "Why don't you just �x it?" People don't understand nerve damage, until THEY have it. As my retired

neurologist said, "The �rst thing you need to know: Nerves do NOT heal like bone, muscle or tissue."

Another specialist told me I'd be very lucky if I regained 70% function.

My guess is 50-60% but the damage is weird and diffuse, di�cult to describe or quantify. Life-altering, for

sure. People forget, think I'm �ne though M.D's see the atrophy in my shoulder/arm and hand. Having

heard recently of a 49 y.o. woman who lost her leg, may lose her hands due to sepsis (had mRNA shots!), I

try to count my blessings. But all because I agreed to an UTTERLY USELESS �u shot.
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IzzyKitty

Chk2000, no amount of money is or ever will be enough compensation for this tragedy! I’m so sorry to

read your story, it made me cringe. These monsters don’t give a DAmn how their poison affects

anyone. I wouldn’t let my late mother take a �u shot the last decade of her life everything drs did to

her only lined their pocketbooks. I stay away from them at all costs. Best wishes to you for your

future. Kristine
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Sanbruno69

No Clot Shots! A vax while in the Army almost killed me 1968 . Hong Kong Flu. Not one needle in my arm

and not one swab in my nose!!! CUT THE CORD If God didn't make it!! Do not take it!! Guanabana!!!
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HoMe29

Does anyone know if methylene blue would be helpful for restoring zeta potential?
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Guillermou

In my publication and in this link you have recommendations to increase zeta potential.

www.researchgate.net/.../304523722_Zeta_Potential  .---------- Dr. Mercola "Methylene blue can also

be helpful in instances where you have impaired blood �ow that prevents the delivery of oxygenated

hemoglobin to the tissues. In this case, methylene blue helps counteract the reduced blood �ow by

optimizing the e�ciency of mitochondrial respiration. Healthy blood �ow is particularly important for

brain function, and many older people have chronic hypoperfusion that contributes to

neurodegeneration and memory problems. These issues, Gonzalez-Lima says, can be prevented by

methylene blue." articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/05/01/methylene-blue-..
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Krofter

For several years, Dr. Ana Mihalcea has been talking about the rouleaux formation (clumping) of red

blood cells. In her clinical practice she has had good luck detoxing thousands of patients with

methylene blue and ETDTA chelation therapy. She has also recommended high doses of C, fulvic acid,

nattokinase, lumbrokinase and serraptase and plenty of polyphenols. I developed a similar protocol to

detox from Morgellons disease. Dr. Mihlacea - substack.com/@anamihalceamdphd  I also like her

becasue she is no afraid to use her name. My protocol - secularheretic.substack.com/p/i-overcame-

morgellons-disease-with
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epi-cure

Here's a jaded testimony that puts Ana Mihalcea in a less �attering light:

 drloveariyana.substack.com/p/ana-maria-mihalceas-defamation-against
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michaelrbuley

I came across this book in my research on healing cancer: 'The Ultimate Guide to Methylene Blue," by

Mark Sloan. I've been taking it the past two or three months now. Fascinating book. I'd not heard of

methylene blue. I don't know about zeta potential, but this book recounts the fascinating history and

vast research that has been done on methylene blue. I'm taking it in higher than normal amounts as

part of my self care for healing cancer, along with ivermectin, phenbendazol, and a host of other

things.
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MissRodeo

I have been using Methylene blue for 2 years. Daily, I mix 15-20 drops into a Mercola’s C-pak. When

the cup is placed in the sun, the mixture turns clear within seconds. I am 70 and have noticed I don’t

need a grocery list anymore. Misplaced keys are a thing of the past. We have a summer home at 7,000

ft. elevation. My husband and I used to notice shortness of breath on arrival- no more. Our oxygen

saturation is 95% now on arrival. I have mixed 3 drops in my face cream and notice a reduction in

wrinkles. A smarty- pants doctor sells a product named Bluelyne for $70 a jar (smile). I have used it so

long I buy the pharmaceutical grade powder and mix my own. Must be careful because it can stain,

but ascorbic acid takes it right out. I highly recommend it.
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juststeve

The current Scream Meme and Fear Porn to launch the next Planned Panic - Demic & mRNA Jabs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bird-�u-possible-respiratory-tran..
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Guillermou

Great link Just, two main objectives that this new pandemic “created”: vaccines and stopping eating

meat. Sen. Joni Ernst (R-Iowa) sent a letter to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack demanding information

about his spending on "dangerous avian �u experiments," which she says involve a "highly pathogen".

One of the researchers who is part of the project through the Chinese Academy of Sciences is Wenjun

Liu, who, according to Ernst, is a�liated with a pathogen laboratory at the Wuhan Institute of Virology,

where the pandemic is believed to have originated.

of COVID-19. These experiments were a violation of federal policies related to gain-of-function

research. 100percentfedup.com/usda-spends-1-million-taxpayer-dollars-on-dangerou..  (2024).---------

------------- This “next pandemic” will be used to get the masses to stop eating meat, initiating mass

slaughter on farms across Western nations; clamp down on small independent farmers who do not

pasteurize milk, for example; remove meat and dairy products from store shelves; and all kinds of

taxes and stipulations in its acquisition.

South Africa has had to cull around 7.5 million chickens to contain dozens of outbreaks caused by

two different strains of avian in�uenza Dr. Lee Merritt explains to Brannon Howse that the H5N1 bird

�u outbreak is actually an attack on the food supply. www.brighteon.com/ed555535-179e-4037-b895-

a267b8cde4fa  www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/south-africa-7-5-million-chickens-culled-..  ( 2024).-

-
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juststeve

What's next Gui? Coming soon to a town near you, eggs $20, $30 dollars a dozen? Chicken Mc

Nuggets $50 a pop? Where's the Beef - period? Pork used for making Political Sausage? A general

population getting a mRNA Jab for each and everyone of these categories giving those who comply

with more track marks than Herion Users? Prophecy or Sarcasm? Pray it is Sarcasm.
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Jud8611

I told my doctor today the gadolinium I have retained screwed up my body. I have been battling Lyme. I’m

going to beat it and get into remission. I truly believe gadolinium screwed up my zeta potential. Chelation

and sauna are the only things that has turned my 23 year nightmare around. Slowly but surely, IV Disodium

EDTA has helped me to continue to improve. IV ozone helps also. My gad levels have stayed the same but

my aluminum levels have come down. I switched out so much in my house to avoid lead, aluminum, tin

Many years ago my retired PCP would send me to ambulatory outpatient IV to get 1-2 liters of normal

saline to stop acute POTS episodes.

I now consume a lot of salt and take potassium supplements. I can say it helps me without a doubt. As

hard as I try, I can’t get enough potassium DAILY through my diet. Thank you for posting this Dr. Mercola

and thank you for writing this MWD. It was to the point. Dr. Moulden was a hero. His presentations

shocked me a few years back. My kids eye turned in after a scheduled shot. We stopped. Other health

issues ensued but we were lucky and pulled him out of the pit. We were very lucky and he is wiser than

most adults.
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Allaglow

Over 50 years ago I took the rubella vax whi h was pushed on TV since I did not get this as a child.

Subsequently I developed an autoimmune disease. Never connected the two until recently. Since then I'm

much wiser and have refused all vax for over 20 years. I almost succumbed to the initial pressure during

Covid in 2021 but was fortunate to learn about and purchase ivermectin as a result of an online webinar

with a DNP. So much of what big pharma recommends is toxic or has serious side effects. Learned to

avoid most over the years and �nd natural alternatives. I even refused chemo and it's 12years with no

reoccurence
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chrisphillips

i submitted to a measles vax in my 40's , before i dropped out of the OT program... i even tried to bribe the

nurse $100. to squirt it in the trash. we were to do volunteer work with unwell children and it was required.

my autoimmune problems manifested after that. what a waste. last vax i had and i am 67...so 20 years

clean almost...
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ragus

See also drchristopherexley.substack.com  -- Professor Chris Exley is the worlds biggest expert on

aluminum toxicity.
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hellbent

Thanks for mentioning Dr Chris Exley. It is malevolent how his research has been shut down. He

writes very clearly and simply on his subject. Dr Exley was brought in to advise on the Camelford

water poisoning incident. He produces simple advice on using Silica-rich water to detox Aluminium.
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Guillermou

Aluminum adjuvants, used in vaccines for more than 70 years, have been associated with adverse

events ranging from injection site pain and post-immunization headache to autoimmune and

in�ammatory syndromes. In contemporary scienti�c literature, aluminum adjuvants are still referred

to by some as the “dirty little secret” of immunologists, the authors wrote, because their mechanisms

of e�cacy and toxicity are still not well understood. One of the reasons human papillomavirus (HPV)

vaccines like Gardasil (Merck & Co.) are so dangerous and deadly has to do with an "improved"

version of a toxin they contain, the harms of which have been covered up by unethical studies.

for the last 90 years. That "enhanced" ingredient is aluminum, and its serious toxicity really came to

light in August 2006, when an outbreak of bluetongue disease, caused by bluetongue virus (BTV),

began appearing in sheep and spread throughout Europe. It turns out that this outbreak gave rise to a

European mandatory vaccination campaign that ran between 2007 and 2010. During that time a "new

and improved" BTV vaccine containing aluminum (Al) in doses of 2.08 milligrams was introduced (

mg) per millimeter of injection liquid, which worked as an adjuvant. While the forced vaccination

campaign triggered a "mysterious" increase in serious illnesses across Europe, characterized by body

weakness and a host of severe neurological symptoms, the same ones associated with Gardasil and

other HPV injections that also contain aluminum as an adjuvant.

Dr. Llus Lujn determined that the increase in the disease was caused by aluminum, which is also

called Alhydrogel in patented form. Gardasil trial caused patients injected with aluminum to develop

severe fatigue and cancer www.theepochtimes.com/health/undeniable-toxic-ingredients-in-hpv-

vacci..  (2023).--- childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/merck-gardasil-hpv-vaccine-trials-..  (2024).--
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ragus

Thanks hellbent and Gui, Dr Exley is fantastic person, doing great work. It's so nice to see that his

posts on Substack are getting more subscribers and comments lately. His most recent piece "HPV

Vaccine - The war on adolescents" has gotten 540 Likes and 220 comment so far

drchristopherexley.substack.com/.../hpv-vaccine  . Dr Exley also mentions Alhydrogel in his

presentations, mentioned in the HPV article. "A few years later I gave an interview to Courtenay

Heading on the Isle of Man. Courtenay Heading is a giant of free speech and speci�cally targeting the

independent government of the Isle of Man where he lives.

Courtenay had organised a meeting on HPV and I followed our interview with a Keynote Presentation."

www.bitchute.com/.../45nc7lV0WMWz  - www.bitchute.com/.../9hxxiqeMvKuj  Thanks Gui, that Epoch

Times article "Undeniable Toxic Ingredients in HPV Vaccines" is one of the best I have read about

aluminum in vaccines. All the charts and graphs really drive the message home: The amount of

aluminum injected into children has been steadily rising and rising the last few years. It also describes

quite well the pollution of the control group with aluminum ... frankly speaking, it's criminal.
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FunnyBones77

Great article. I've been reading AMD for a couple years now I believe. He is solid. So is Mercola. I'm

grateful for everything you do!
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pjucla

Always great articles, thank u . The medical school I attended in the 80’s discussed these topics and we

had extracurricular classes if you wanted.  The regulators / ACGME have standardized testing that there is

memorization with no complementary/ integrative medicine discussed. Most students don’t even realize

the harms of vaccines yet alone MRNA technology. They know nothing about nutrition/ seed oils / various

exercises/ EMF/ hot/ cold therapies / infared ect . even basic structure /function has been lost with OMT

techniques. The art of medicine may be lost forever.
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chk2000

It's sad. My newly minted young PCP refused my valid request for a medical exemption from

experimental mandated mRNA injections in 2021. My employer where I work as an R.N. part time

making phone calls to injured workers sent an email: "We realized we are unaware of your vaccination

status". Well gee, I wasn't aware I needed experimental so-called mRNA "vaccines" to make phone

calls and it was still lockdown in September 2021. No one was allowed anywhere, anyway and a

couple months later, the un-injected were banned from restaurants, gyms and other local

establishments. The psychological psyop of that period was truly intense and I doubt I will ever fully

recover from the way I was treated.

So in September 2021, I was still recovering from a bad case of Bell's palsy in January 2021 (and left

with permanent facial nerve damage called synkinesis) and I had a well-documented �u "vaccine"

adverse reaction with permanent injury for which I received a VICP settlement in 2015. I submitted a

copiously researched medical exemption request with literature references, even citing recent

discussions with a vaccinologist who sympathized with me. At �rst my PCP wanted to assist but he

confessed "Its a strange time.

The state medical boards are breathing down our necks." He consulted with a neurologist (who never

met me) who told my PCP he could "virtually guarantee no adverse reactions would happen to your

patient from the new mRNA "vaccines". Wow, how did that guy get through medical school? My PCP

buckled, as he'd been threatened with loss of license, shaming and maybe job loss from the FSMB. I

received a terse email reply "Sorry, we cannot help you. YOU do NOT meet CDC guidelines. Maybe

you'd feel more comfortable with the J&J". You do NOT meet CDC guidelines! Never in almost 40

years of working in healthcare had I heard something so ridiculous!
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shirleykate

What were the 'suspicious circumstances' of Dr Andrew Moulden's death? I can �nd nothing on google.
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Guillermou

A colleague of Dr. Moulden who wishes to remain anonymous reported to Health Impact News that

he/she had contact with him two weeks before he died in 2013. Dr. Moulden told our source and a

small number of trusted colleagues in October of 2013 that he was about to break his silence and

would be releasing new information which could have destroyed the vaccine model of disease

management, destroyed a major source of funding for the pharmaceutical industry, and at the same

time seriously damaged the foundation of the germ theory of disease. He was ready to come back.

Even though he had been silenced, he had never stopped his research. Then, two weeks later, Dr.

Moulden suddenly died...

He wrote: As many know, I o�cially quit my medical career in 2007. I did this in order to travel around

North America to do research into vaccine safety and to present my research on vaccine safety across

Canada and the United States. I only spoke the truth. I was not well received. I only tried to help you

save yourselves from where you are right now...Harm's way, you ARE in it. It IS in ALL of you. Like a

ticking bomb, it is about to go off.................. henrymakow.com/.../Andrew-Moulton-MD.html

 (05/2024).-------- odysee.com/@hipsterious:3/Dr-Andrew-Moulden---Murdered-for-Exposing-Va..  .----

----- www.facebook.com/.../420969056055566
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grulla

realfoodchannel.com/the-unexplained-death-of-andrew-moulden-ph-d-md/
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Darwina

Where i live here in Aus they are building an mRNA facility. This is not going away.
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Guillermou

Yes, destructive mRNA technology will destroy humanity. . Now, suddenly, despite evidence of serious

danger, several mRNA "vaccines" are being prepared. These include a combination RNA COVID �u

vaccine, which is currently being tested in ferrets, and several different mRNA seasonal �u vaccines,

which have already entered human trials. As The Verge reported on July 7: Moderna CEO Stephanie

Bancel said the company hopes to be able to create combination vaccines to protect against several

different infections at the same time, such as in�uenza, COVID-19 and other respiratory infections:

What we know is that conventional �u vaccines have the potential to cause viral interference with

COVID mRNA shots, essentially making you more likely to get severe COVID-19 if you've received a

conventional �u vaccine. . childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/drugmakers-new-mrna-�u-vaccines-

e..
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juststeve

Agree, there is every indication that those behind all this are hellbent, full speed ahead, damn the

torpedoes, Thou Shalt get your yearly, whoops, monthly, oh no, weekly, wrong again, daily Jabs. Staff

of Life, we say so. Trust Us.
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vferguson

cindyloo, My son had shingles about 10 years ago. He went to get IV oxidative treatments. The shingles

resolved in a week. The physician has helped our whole family through medical crises over the years with

IV treatments.
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cindyloo64

I have not received the vaccine for shingles but I am a concerned about getting the virus. It can cause

blindness. The side effects can be brutal. Can anyone advise me how they feel about the vaccine versus

the virus??
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YETISMOM

As a former student of Chinese Traditional Medicine over 40 yeats ago I learned that cold, raw foods were

very chilling to the body and can cause blood stagnation. A lot of over zealous vegans will ruin their health

in a couple of years. In general, including ginger, garlic and various peppers in your diet will keep your

blood �owing a lot better. l keep a bottle of Dr Christopher 's cayenne pepper extract handy to add to my

doses of oregano oil or horse Aspirin I buy at the feed store.Another nifty product for breaking up your

sticky blood is DMSO -- great for pain as well. i also like turpentine. I am not a medical doctor, just your

average quack.
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RonaldHL

"Safe and Effective," (as we've been told) but what are the results of long-term studies? Of course there are

no long-term studies because this is "novel." What will happen generations later? I refuse to speculate on

that with my future children, so with all of the long-shot odds being against the special one for me �nding

each other, I add to a long list that she must be untainted by this experiment for which we are yet to see

generational effects. But I'll venture to guess that they won't be part of future populations. For what's

coming, we will need our immune systems to function as our Creator designed.
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nat3939

The American Dental Assoc; has slowly gotten away from amalgam (mercury 47% to 53%) �llings, and has

gone to composite �llings. According to Hulda Clark in her book the "Cure for all Cancers", she notes that

aluminum has been added to composite mixtures at the rate to make up the equal of tooth hardness.

Composite (alone) �llings like pure gold is too soft to be used for chewing. Note: Gold crowns are a base

metal of lead and not pure gold, far from it. .......................As Laurel and Hardy would say, "another �ne

mess you gotten us in to."
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nat3939

Back in Adele Davis's day "Let's get Well", (1950's to the 1970's) potassium supplements were around

2500mg per day. Today supplements are stuck at 99mg thanks to the FDA. Recently I read an article by a

pharmacist, who is also a ND that believes that potassium intake should be around 4800mg per day.

......................... It is well known today that the cottage cheese look, on the backs of some women's legs is

called cellulite. It can be easily corrected with potassium intake from supplements and/or foods such as

bananas, potatoes, and other potassium rich foods. ...................... The reason that women may seem to

get cellulite and not men is that women are born with an extra layer of fat to keep warm while protecting

her young during extreme cold conditions.
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Jud8611

Yup, I don’t make recommendations to anyone. I have Rx K+ supplements and push those foods in my

diet except bananas. I grow and freeze a lot of my own potatoes. I have no issues with my garden

grown Yukons or sweets. I feel great when I eat organic non sprayed backyard potatoes!
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nat3939

Let it not be forgotten that all service men and women receive vaccines when entering the service and get

many more when they go overseas for one reason or another. And then given many vaccines to all our

children from kindergarten to K12. After reading this article can you imagine all the damage that is being

done to our American future, just to support the pharmaceuticals industry?
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Jud8611

My sibling showed me a copy of her vax record from year 65-70 and it was OUTRAGEOUS then. I was

taken to same pediatrician from 70’ to 82 and boy, do I wish I had my vax record. At least I have an

idea of what I got as a child. It was not one or two. And why the heck are Tb test done on 5 year olds

back then?!?
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MarkoOkram

Please visit: www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Dynamics-of-critical-days-as-part-of-the..
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tappat4me

Thanks for all the insightful information regarding the mRNA vaccines and Covid-19. Correct me if I'm

wrong, but currently there are no diagnostic test that can detect vaccine injury. Recently my partner's

neurologist told us that the CDC doesn't offer any advice regarding treatment or diagnosis of vaccine

injury. Doesn't surprise me, but is there any independent organizations that are working on a way to

diagnose and treat the vaccine injured? I've seen several protocols for treatment online, however, they are

untested and lack any signi�cant supportive data regarding the effectiveness of treatment.
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Chaddio

This goes back to basic things like healthy eating and clean liquids, exercise to get things moving, and self

lymphatic drainage like the recent Perry Nickelston's video. And self acupressure like Liver 3, Kidney 1,

Stomach 36, and a host of others. Stagnant energy (blood, etc.) I've realized is a common theme in dis-

ease.
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TruthST8up

I developed juvenile rheumatory arthritis (and �bromyalgia) at the age of 5...! and I noticed sleep apnea as

early as 15, but did not know what it was; and later in teens Osgood Slaughter. My older brother developed

noninfectious mumps about 150 times in a few years, Osgood Slaughter, and apnea. My younger brother

developed encephalitis. Vaccines INCUBATE disease, the ideal being for them to pop out 30 years later so

the crime cannot be tied to the criminal (or even recognized as a crime, but merely "oh, everybody gets

cancer, diabetes, arthritis, autism"); but according to the Bell Curve, some small % may die or be rendered

a vegetable immediately, another small percentage may develop disease earlier; and another small

percentage in late life or never. Vaccines are child abuse and crimes against humanity, in addition to being

a global trillion dollar scam; and in the case of covid mass murder.
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billstri

I am glad to read this article! I regularly get text messages from my pharmacy that say their records

indicate I am "unprotected" from whatever vaccine they are currently promoting. We need more studies

done on vaccines by countries who do not have signi�cant investments in the vaccine producing

companies. In the US, vaccine companies are major contributors to re-election money to a certain party

and candidates and those candidates will insure and protect vaccine companies from law suits. The idea

of being "unprotected" seems to be the main message that promotes vaccines, a message of "fear".

But the message of consequences or risks of any medical procedure is hidden and replaced by the

message of faith, hope, and positive assumptions. Doctor opinions get in the way because medical

procedures bene�t them �nancially and any consequences and many of the risks of a procedure often

leads to a new future income stream to that doctor or their colleges. Our country was founded on

Christian beliefs of faith and hope, but that is now being replaced by �nding other sources of faith and

hope, by false gods of medicine and materialism.
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josephunger

Big thanks! Pretty much what I was taught in school (45 years ago) with updates, insights and additional

wisdom!
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Eevee

Can eating more fresh fruit and veg also help this zeta potential.. because of the water inside them ?

Would adding a small amout of vegetable juice to �ltered water (if one does not have a reverse osmosis)

be of any bene�t..?
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bfr27915

IMO the lack of "objective truthful awareness" by the general populous is the central issue. Why do we

have war and debt, not peace and prosperity? Well, are there powerful entities that bene�t from war and

debt? Powerful entities that bene�t from vaccines and sickness?  Awareness buys time, time buys options

- until it doesn't. Stay aware and prepared.
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rw12341

In the past I took �u vaccines twice. "Surprisingly", they did not have "serial control numbers" ;-) Both

times I got sick and then decided: never again. :-)
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NikkiEagle

I'm so glad to see the work of Andrew Mouldon being talked about �nally.....he was such a brilliant,

courageous and driven man. Just before he "died suddenly", he was in the process of launching an autism

recovery clinic on the southeast coast.
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juststeve

Are you aware if any of his work, therapy was saved for others to pick up and used for at the very least

some hope for those families living with the once unknown levels of Autism?
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DebbyW

Juststeve, I've wondered this myself. I have a feeling that whoever killed him ransacked his o�ces

and stole all his research. It seems, almost all the people "in charge" want us dead or have ill health.
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juststeve

DebbyW, so many things like this throughout the decades it is nearly always the �rst thing to pop up in

the mind. Nearly anyone who is doing their best for the bene�t of all, and not just a narrow few gets

hammered routinely.
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epi-cure

Andrew Mouldon's fate brings to mind that of physician/researcher Dr. Jeffrey Bradstreet.
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Jud8611

Nikki he was a hero
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truthseeker7771

Dr. Mouldon's story is so sad. . And we know why, he was exposed the crime.
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